Federal Aid on the Campus

THREE CWA projects are under way at the University and a number of other plans are waiting approval of federal work and building authorities.

Brookes street, in front of the library, and Asp avenue, in front of the Union, are being paved by CWA workers. New sidewalks to take the place of brick walks and the more concrete concrete walks are under construction, and several buildings are getting new paint, inside and out.

A plan for employing college and university graduates of the state to do clerical and research work in University offices and laboratories is being worked out by the University graduate council under the supervision of Dr. A. O. Weese. Holding the belief that CWA employees can be of service in many cases, more advantageously in positions that allow them to use their educational training, the graduate council is making a survey of the campus to discover the demand for skilled and semi-skilled techni-